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Dear Fellow Marketer, 

We’re all familiar with the business truism that the probability of selling to an existing 
customer (60-70%) far outpaces that of selling to a new prospect (5-20%). Knowing 
this, a commitment to customer care is foundational to every business and is 
typically highlighted as a core value of organizations with clearly defined principles. 

Even those that have a firm grip on delivering a top-notch experience for the full 
duration of the customer life cycle can miss the mark now and again. Or may not 
have the full picture. Two eye-opening stats from Marketing Metrics tell us that a 
typical business hears from just 4% of its dissatisfied customers. Rather than voice 
complaints, 9 out of 10 just go away.

Yikes. 

In this issue, we’re exploring some of the ways to keep your best customers, donors 
and supporters feeling important and engaged with your brand.  

On pages 2-3, you’ll find ways to activate your own team to be company 
ambassadors and advocates who can extend your brand messaging in personal 
and influential ways. When you get down to it, everyone in your organization is in 
customer service.

We also asked direct marketing expert Ruth P. Stevens to share her thoughts on 
business-to-business customer retention strategies. Beginning on page 6, read how 
B-to-B marketers can nurture your best customers to drive greater loyalty.

And whether your organization has a graphic designer on staff or you outsource 
the work, take a fresh look at the steps to creative collaboration on pages 10-11. 
Strategy and artistry are a sweet combination – especially when you need compelling 
ways to connect with your top buyers or donors. 

Where does customer retention fall on your list of priorities? We’d love to hear 
what’s working for you. And if there’s room for improvement, let us know. We’re 
always here to help.  

Happy Marketing,

From your friends at Allegra
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“Get everyone on the same page.” “We all need to  

row in the same direction.” “Teamwork makes the  

dream work.”

How ever your organization describes it, business owners 

and managers who set lofty goals know it takes many 

contributions – large and small – across all areas of the 

company to reach them. And that takes cultivating an 

environment where your team members are motivated  

and engaged.  

As much as you may understand your business and what it 

stands for, communicating that effectively to those around 

you can be tricky, especially when you’re juggling multiple 

demands on your time. Here are some areas where you can 

make a difference right away:

LIVE BY YOUR MISSION AND VALUES | A mission 

statement or value proposition describes what you do 

and how it differentiates you from your competitors. Your 

values define who you are. They don’t change even as the 

business evolves.

Inspire Your Team to Connect
With Your Business Goals

MOTIVATE. EMPOWER. DIFFERENTIATE.
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Everyone on your team should be regularly exposed to 

your organizational values through visual reminders and 

storytelling of values in action. From small posters or 

handouts for individual workspaces, to large wall and 

window graphics, keep your core messages front and  

center by incorporating them in your office décor.  

HAVE THEM AT “HELLO” | According to the Work 

Institute’s 2017 Retention Report, first-year employees are 

at the highest risk for turnover, taking up to six months 

before they have added enough value to offset the cost of 

hiring, onboarding, and compensation and benefits. 

Make a great first impression with a standardized 

onboarding process and “feel good” welcome kit. A logoed 

shirt or jacket, business cards, branded desk accessories, 

stationery and a personalized coffee mug can go a long way 

toward setting a tone for being part of the team. 

HAND OUT A HANDBOOK | While some HR 

communications can be electronic as part of payroll software, 

many people appreciate having a printed version of the 

company handbook for quick reference of company policies.

How your organization is perceived by your employees, 

customers, partners and supporters is influenced by the 

consistency of your communications and delivery of your 

brand messages. An Identity Standards Manual helps to 

ensure uniform and accurate use of logos and trademarks, 

essential to their protection and recognition in the 

marketplace. 

KEEP REMOTE WORKERS IN THE LOOP | If you have 

remote employees, multiple offices or a lot of company 

documents that require frequent updates, consider a  

web-to-print site. An online system allows you to streamline 

the ordering and management of marketing materials and 

business forms – all on a convenient, customizable and  

user-friendly website.  

The results? You empower your team by giving them 

easy access to your most current document versions, 

ensuring accuracy and consistency throughout your 

organization. Plus, you print what you need, when you need 

it – eliminating waste and saving time in the order-proof-

approval process.  

SHOW YOUR APPRECIATION | Nearly six out of 10 people 

say they would rather work for a company with a culture 

where they received recognition over a higher salary job 

where they didn’t get any recognition, according to a survey 

by Reward Gateway.   

While acknowledging an employee of the month is good, 

better yet is rewarding your team members in the moment. 

Drawstring backpacks, headphones or travel blankets with 

your company imprint are great ways to show appreciation 

for a job well done. Also, enable your employees to 

acknowledge one another for being a team player with 

whimsical “high five” trophies or tokens redeemable for 

office perks. n

Looking for new ways to bring your team together? For 

employee newsletters, logoed products and recognition 

gifts, web-to-print solutions and more,  

talk to us to get started.

MOTIVATE. EMPOWER. DIFFERENTIATE.
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How many donors 
research before giving 
for the first time?

$ $ $ $

51%55%

Could have
given more 

Ability to Give

$ $ $ $

38% 35%

70%
Direct Mail   

46%

Online

34%39%

Recurring Gifts

34%37%

How Donors 
Give 

48%

Gave with direct, 
in person request

14%

13%

In Person Requests

Gave via 
social media 

last year

Under 35 
Get Social

32%

30% 23%

35%

Donors 
who say 
stop 
sending 
gifts

Token Gifts

       TODAY’S BEST Donors U.S.

Canada

More than 20,000 donors in the United States 
and Canada shared their impressions in The 
2017 Burk Donor Survey by Cygnus Applied 
Research. Here’s a look at what they said.
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Challenge
A nonprofit that shelters stray animals, promotes pet adoptions and provides  

related services wanted to raise funds to expand their facility. They sought a  

proposal for a strategic plan from several marketing services providers  

including our team – their long-time resource for printing. 

Impressed with the strategies outlined  

in their proposal and appreciative of its  

value, the organization selected us to  

develop a comprehensive marketing plan.

Solution
Backed with extensive research, our plan  

addressed the “why” and “how much”  

behind the marketing tactics it proposed.  

These included direct mail, Facebook  

advertising and website updates. It also  

underscored the importance of special  

events in nonprofit fundraising.

The shelter chose to go with a charity gala featuring entertainment  

and a silent auction. To promote the event, we prepared a mailing list,  

and printed and mailed 8,700 save-the-date postcards. A follow-up  

mailing featured a foil-tabbed foldout invitation. It included an  

entertainment insert sheet and an envelope for ticket purchases and/or  

donations. We were also tapped for list management, graphic design, printing, 

labeling and foil tabbing. 

Results
The fundraising marketing strategy proved to be a winner in every way.  

The nonprofit raised $5,000 from the charity gala. The tactics deployed  

resulted in additional donations of $21,000. And, another $9,000 in  

contributions could be attributed to the publicity the campaign generated!

Pleased with the outcome and looking to build on its success, the animal shelter 

recently called on us to design and print an additional fundraising mailer. 

Contact us when you’re ready to get started with a campaign or 
comprehensive strategic marketing plan.

Strategic Marketing Plan Steers Animal  
Shelter to $31,000 in Donations

Join us for a night of good food, live theater, amazing art, and, of course, cuddly creatures as the Yellowstone Valley Animal Shelter inaugurates its exciting annual celebration.

A SHOWCASE OFCOMMUNITY ARTISTS
ON THE RISE

Oct. 7, 2017

the

Save-the-date  
postcard

Address: 1735 Monad Rd, Billings, MT 59101
Phone:     (406) 294-7387
Website:  www.yvas.org

Greetings from Yellowstone Valley Animal Shelter, 

“Yipping and purring, with wiggling whiskers and tails, the critters at Yellowstone Valley Animal Shelter 
want you to know that their lives and futures depend on your partnership with YVAS.”

Wow!  I know this is a very powerful statement.  As Executive Director of YVAS, a day does not go by that I am not humbled by 
the depth and scope of need for the animals in our community and the people who surround them.

Without a doubt, the success of our mission and passion is possible only with your support.  Thank you for your 
enduring commitment to animal welfare. This does not end today, tomorrow, or the day after.

Yes, I am asking for your donation. As your open door, community based animal shelter, our mission and challenge 
of saving the lives of animals is complex.  Every single day of the year we receive lost and stray animals, injured and
sick, and animals that need new families.  Regardless of breed, age, gender, health, and temperament our door is open.  
We do not choose or deny which animal or person comes through our door. Our mission is to receive, without judg-
ment, all companion animals and to support the folks who surround them.  

The public we serve ranges from a transient population to our community’s most established families. Animals don’t 
care about money as their love knows no bounds. They give solace and friendship to folks both destitute and flourishing.  
These animals needs are simple… warmth, love, food, water, spay/neuter, vaccinations, and a bit of veterinary care.  
And that is where your partnership with YVAS becomes imperative. We cannot do this without you. 

This is when your dollars become so important. This is when, as partners, we go to work for these animals. Their 
path through our shelter involves in-house medical assessments and treatment, spay/neuter and vaccinations, behavior

 evaluations and enrichment. Each day they all have fresh water, clean housing, and are held, cuddled, and touched by 
hands that love them. Then we go to work finding them the path that will leads to a new family. 

In order to accomplish the complexity of our mission and meet the needs of our community we have developed an 
integrated package of programs that include Community Outreach, Adoption and Transfers, Stray and Lost Animals, 
Veterinary Care Program and our Annabel Lee Canine Training and Enrichment Program. Billings and Yellowstone 
County is burgeoning in population of both animals and humans. Each one of our dollars is being stretched far 
beyond its limit. 

2017 has been the most challenging year, yet, with 2018 looking to be no different. We are on track to have provided
 services to just at 3900 critters. As an example, our kitten population increased from 748 last year to nearly 1000 this 

year.  I cannot imagine our kitten numbers if we did not provide our low cost community spay/neuter clinics affecting 
250 dogs and 400 cats this year. National statistics show that each unaltered dog and cat is, on the average, 
responsible for five more animals. That is 2000 kittens not born because of the low cost spay/neuter services 
we provide. This is just one way that your donation to YVAS is impacting the lives of the community animals that we 
all care so deeply about. 

With your donation to YVAS we can, together, continue our mission of building lives for our community of animals.

We make donating very easy.

     • Use our enclosed envelope to mail your check
     • Donate online go to our website www.yvas.org/donate-now/
     • Stop into the shelter for a visit and make your donation at that time. 
        We would love to see you.
     • Donate items from our wish list   www.yvas.org/support/
     • Join our Volunteer Team 

Thank you for supporting our critters and best wishes.    

Oct. 7, 2017
6 p.m. – 9 p.m.

Northern Hotel  |  Downtown Billings
Questions? Please call 406-294-7387  or email chris.anderson@yvas.org

Visit “conversation corners” highlighting the myriad of  services YVAS brings to your community to save lives, enhance an animal’s path for adoption, and respond to cruelty and hoarding situations. Answering the call of  animals in crisis is a daily challenge.           Adoption and Transfer Program for dogs, cats, puppies,            kittens, birds, bunnies, pocket pets and reptiles           Medical Treatment Program that provides surgeries, lab              work, dental care, treatment for diseases to bring an animal            to health for adoption.            Community Outreach Program: Learn how YVAS              provides low-cost spay/neuter, vaccinations, training, and            medical care so beloved pets can stay in their homes with the             folks who are committed to them rather than ending up in shelters.          Annabel Lee Canine Training and Enrichment Program:           Answering the call of  animals in crisis is a weekly challenge for              the staff  at YVAS. Read about how this program started and           what grant funding has supported it. Keeping animals happy           and healthy during their stay at YVAS requires          volunteers, enrichment, and training. 

You are cordially invited to join us for our First Annual Gala to support the animals and their people of  this community we serve through the extensive services of  Yellowstone Valley Animal Shelter.  Enjoy a complementary 
glass of  champagne, heavy hors d’oeuvres and drinks such as “The Lint Roller” and “Cat on a Hot Toddy” as you 
visit with your friends, wander through our silent auction items, original artwork, and visit conversation corners 
highlighting our services. At 7 p.m. you will be ushered into the “Black Box Music Performance”. This event is 
specially created for our evening of  celebration. Immediately following is our live auction featuring of  an original art 
piece that is created during the music performance.
JOIN US TO SUPPORT YELLOWSTONE VALLEY ANIMAL SHELTERWhen: October 7th, 2017
Time: Doors open at 5:00pm, 
           Event from 6:00pm – 9:30pm
Where: Northern Hotel Ballroom in Downtown Billings        

To purchase tickets visit yvas.org/fall-gala/ or stop by YVAS at 1735 Monad Road  For more information call 406-591-9561        Sincerely,       Chris Anderson      YVAS Executive Director

 VISION FOR THE FUTURE

View etchings and plans by “Animal Arts Design” of  Boulder, Colorado for our exciting renovation of  
the YVAS facility.

to

General Seating Ticket Price: $65/ticket. Reserved Seating Ticket Price: $75/ticket.

for companion animals
EXPLORE PROGRAMS & EDUCATION

AUCTION & ORIGINAL LOCAL ART
Enjoy a wide array of  silent auction items such as
 Golf  Package to include four rounds of  golf  and more  Ladies Day Out Package 
  Men’s Night on the Town
 Framed prints by Bill Rains
 And many more fun packages and items 

We are very excited to showcase a community of  local “artists on the rise” and their original artwork for your bidding. Don’t miss this opportunity to discover these artists in our community and support their work as they pursue their art careers. 

Charity gala 
invitation

BLACKBOX MUSIC PERFORMANCETo benefit Yellowstone Valley Animal Shelter, Wes Urbaniak is graciously offering the creation of  his second “Black Box Music Performance”. 

Black Box staging utilizes blackening of  stage walls to create a space manipulated in the dark illuminate scenes that are revealed through lighting. 

The music is “Indie-folk” genre from Wes’s 6th album, “The Static Man… a journey of  accountability, duty to self, and resolve for creating the 

life we want” and will feature talented musicians from our community.  Jaci Webb of  The Enjoy Magazine, “Wes is an inventor, a 

musician, composer and music producer…call him the Renaissance Man of  Billings… as you enter into the Mad Hatter’s Lair”.

 
At age 13, upon the death of  his father, Wes, a transient teen, wandered into Billings from the dry plains of  eastern 

Montana. Here he pursued his journey in the study of  music and the arts via science.  His uncle, Tim Urbaniak, a 

bluegrass musician and longtime professor at Montana State University Billings, gave him the core values as 

anchor bolts to push this artistic edge.  Always a musician in training, his path has led him through 

designing and building string instruments, acoustic songwriting, the creation of  six albums, and 

touring across our country developing his music through the genre of  “Indie-folk”. Self  

described, “A curious minded self-seeker to answers and a keeper for the madness of  

dismantling everything… for discovery.” 
“Indie-folk” hybridizes the acoustic guitar melodies of  traditional folk 
music with contemporary instrumentation. The genre has its earliest 
origins in 1990s folk artists who displayed alternative rock 
influences in their music.

Year-end fundraising mailer

CASE STUDY: How we help customers meet their goals
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to Keeping Your  
Best Customers

By Ruth P. Stevens

the

K E Y
B  usiness marketers need to pay attention to retention 

marketing. The consumer world is way ahead of you  

with value-based, data-driven segmentation and 

frequency-point programs of all kinds.

But because it’s rare, the upside potential is great for  

business-to-business. You can get a lot of competitive benefits  

if you move quickly.

Philosophically, business marketers are already ahead of the 

retention curve. They tend to have small universes to play in, 

so they instinctively know they have to focus on satisfying their 

customer base. It’s the way any good salesman would manage 

his territory. 

Business-to-business direct marketing does nothing more than 

replicate the time-honored approaches of a salesman – just  

more efficiently.

B-TO-B RETENTION MARKETING

ISSUE 02  |  2018   07



Differentiating your customers by value makes natural 

economic sense on a return-on-investment basis, and it 

also makes retention sense: You are truly nurturing your 

best customers.

•  Triggered after-marketing programs. Create an 

after-market relationship management program that 

is customized to what is going on in the account and 

tries to be optimally relevant to the buyer.

•  Loyalty programs. Taking a page from the consumer 

loyalty business, a number of businesses have 

successfully fenced off their best accounts and put 

in place a special program to recognize and reward 

them. These programs can be productive but, if not 

designed properly, they can also be wasteful.

Investment Trade-Off:  
Acquire or Retain

Business-to-business marketers frequently forget 

to make a clear distinction between investments in 

customer acquisition vs. customer retention. The way 

you talk to a current customer is different – or it ought 

to be different – from talking to prospects. The more 

basic question is: How much of your budget do you 

concentrate on retention vs. new customer acquisition?

We all know that customers cost a lot more to acquire 

than to keep. The best way to allocate the marketing 

mix is to analyze where you are in the product life cycle 

and the size of your universe of potential customers. 

For a mature company like IBM, whose large enterprise 

customers have been buying from it for years, there 

aren’t many new customers coming along. The key 

for IBM is to get as much of its current customers’ IT 

budgets as possible: classic retention marketing. But if 

you are in a growing marketplace, you will need to focus 

on both acquisition and retention.

The question then becomes how do I divide up my 

marketing investments between these two? The right 

approach is to ask yourself: If I have only one additional 

marketing dollar to invest, where should I put it to 

So how do you nurture your best customers? The same 

way a salesman would. You get to know them and their 

needs. You make them feel good about doing business 

with you. You spend time and money on them according 

to what they are worth to you – like you play golf with 

the big accounts. You sell to them the way they want to 

buy. You watch your competitor and make sure you are 

providing at least as much value as he is.

But let’s back up a step. How do you decide who is your 

best customer? Most direct marketers rely on recency/ 

frequency/monetary (RFM) analyzing customers by their 

past behavior.

But RFM isn’t the whole story. To evaluate “bestness,” 

RFM analysis can be a misleading indicator for two 

reasons. 

First, a customer who has bought a lot from you, 

however often, is not necessarily loyal. For a better 

price, better quality and better delivery terms, he may 

drop off without giving you a chance to respond. 

Second, just by looking at his value doesn’t say much of 

anything about his total value – about your share of his 

budget. He may be spending just a little with you, but 

a lot with the bad guys. To supplement RFM, you must 

focus on wallet share.

Retention Programs 

Once you’ve identified your best customers, select the 

right approach to retention marketing. Here are some 

options:

•  Differentiated coverage. After you’ve analyzed your 

customers’ value (or their potential value), invest 

more in covering the high-value accounts. Treat them 

better. Assign your best salespeople to them. Give 

them the best volume discounts, the lunches, golf 

and seminar invitations.

•  As for your lower-value accounts, you can cover 

them more cheaply. They might get a telesales rep 

or a distributor. Or you might send them a catalog 

and ask them to phone in their orders when they are 

ready to buy.
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Ruth P. Stevens was named one of the 100 Most Influential People in Business Marketing by Crain’s BtoB magazine, 

and one of 20 Women to Watch by the Sales Lead Management Association. She held senior marketing positions at 

Time Warner, Ziff-Davis and IBM. She studied marketing management at Harvard Business School and holds an MBA 

from Columbia University.

On the retention side, marketers should use the metrics 

identified by Earl Sasser of Harvard Business School: 

“Measure your program’s impact on getting customers 

to buy more, stay longer and refer new business to 

you.” This is possible with control groups or annual 

comparison studies.

Finally, don’t forget to reactivate your dormant 

customers, who often fall by the wayside because of 

lack of attention. On the value scale, these are the folks 

you should focus on second, just after your current 

customers. You need to find out why they aren’t buying 

from you today; and, if they do represent a profitable 

opportunity to you, get them back. n

get the most bang? This is the right question, but it’s 

hard to answer in our complex B-to-B lives. What most 

marketers will end up doing is analyzing each approach 

on its own merits and then going with their guts.

So how do you analyze the effectiveness of acquisition 

vs. retention marketing programs? The metrics are 

different. For customer acquisition, the most effective is 

the return on marketing investment over the profitable 

life of your relationship with the customer. It’s pretty 

easy to calculate a present value of future cash flows 

from the new customer based on some educated 

assumptions and then decide how much you can invest 

to acquire the account.

“Measure your program’s impact on getting customers to       
  buy more, stay longer and refer new business to you.” 

– Earl Sasser of Harvard Business School

RETENT ION TACT ICS  THAT  WORK

•   Survey customers (Ask what they value, 
and how you’re doing.)

•   Survey employees (They are the  
front line to customers.)

•  Newsletters (print or digital)

•  Proprietary magazines

•  Special events

•  Affinity merchandise

•   Lights-out marketing (Automated 
communications triggered by 
predetermined decision rules.)

•  Outbound communications

•  Contests and awards

•  Special service levels

•  Welcome programs

•  Advisory boards

•  Occasional thank-you notes

•  Sales force incentives

•  Reward programs

ISSUE 02  |  2018   09
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5 Stages 
of the 

CREATIVE 
Process

Partnering with an external creative 
team to develop a brochure, website, 
mailer or other marketing materials is 
like baking a cake. 

You’ll want to contribute to the mix 
early on by sharing your goals and 
budget, likes and dislikes and brand 
standards. Then, let strategic vision 
and creativity blend in appealing ways 
for the best results.

Learn more about each stage by 
following the process from the 
bottom up.

A piece of cake? Not quite.  
But, in most cases, every bit  
as rewarding.
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Your account manager and creative team will gather information. 
They are doing research. Reviewing creative briefs. And asking 
questions. 

What is your role? To provide answers and offer direction. And 
please share any past projects that can serve as reference for 
style, tone or look. 

Here’s where solid strategy and creative “magic” come together 
in unexpected ways. Your team will subconsciously sift through 
past successes and new inspiration to find the right solutions for 
you. By letting their minds wander, they’re getting closer.

What should you do? The creative process is fluid. Follow-up 
questions and requests for clarification may be coming your way.

“That’s it!” occurs when words and images start to bake into firm 
concepts. You will likely see more than one potential direction in 
which your project can go.   

How best to assist? Review any initial elements such as first drafts 
of copy or rough layout ideas. Once the creative concept has your 
OK, your team will take it to the next level of completion.

Having a clearer vision of the outcome, your creative team is 
now determining how to best achieve it. That likely involves 
reviewing your original input along with any new direction that 
was offered along the way. The final touches that add interest 
and flair are why you called in the professionals!

What action can you take? Review the results. It was informed by 
your guidance and the expertise of your creative team. 

With any finishing touches applied and your final sign-off secured, 
the process is now complete with project delivery. “High fives” all 
around for a successful partnership. It’s time to celebrate project 
completion and look forward to your next collaboration. 

Contact us when you’re ready to get started on your next  
creative project. 

STAGE 5
Celebration

STAGE 4
Verification

STAGE 3
Illumination

STAGE 2
Incubation  

STAGE 1 
Preparation
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Iwent to my local library recently to use their production 

studio to make a higher-quality voiceover recording than 

I could do on my laptop. My schedule’s tight, so I reserved 

the room online ahead of time.

I checked in with the woman behind the desk when I got to 

the library. She checked the schedule and got a confused 

look on her face. She told me I wasn’t down on the schedule 

for the room. I told her I made the reservation online and 

showed her my confirmation email.

“Sorry . . . that’s not what the system says,” she said.  

I left, irritated, and now in a pinch.

Last fall, I volunteered to take a later option on an 

overbooked flight. I had the flexibility and was happy to 

give up my seat to someone who really needed to get 

where they were going.

The airline gave me the voucher for $800, which was good 

for a year. When I tried to input the voucher number to 

book a trip, the online reservation system said it was no 

longer valid.

I called the airline customer service line for help. I explained 

my situation and they looked up my voucher number. The 

Carla Johnson is a world-renowned storyteller, an entertaining speaker and a prolific author. Her latest book, 

Experiences: The 7th Era of Marketing, sets the benchmark for marketing’s evolving role in business.

By Carla Johnson

Sorry … That’s Not  
What the System Says

gentleman told me it had already been used. I told him  

the full amount should still be available because this was 

the first time I had tried to use it.

“Sorry . . . that’s not what the system says,” he informed me.

Blaming the system

I take care as much of life as I can online. I shop online. I 

make restaurant, airline and movie reservations online. You 

probably do the same. We’re busy people and we want to 

take care of things as efficiently as possible. Companies want 

processes automated so they’re efficient for them, too.

But it seems our mutual quest for “efficient” leaves 

companies and customers in very different worlds.

Customers want an efficient system that lets them 

accomplish their task as quickly as possible. It needs to 

deliver value. And if it’s delightful, too, that’s a bonus. 

Companies want an efficient system that handles 

transactions. They want the shortest possible route from 

interest to revenue.

What a company values is not the same as what a customer 

values. And that’s where customer experience design falls 

short. It’s based on the strategy of how to generate more 

revenue through an experience rather than how to better 

serve customers through a more valuable experience.

A system will never do that on its own.

The impact of the cumulative effect

When you’re mapping your customer experience, don’t just 

map touchpoints. Look at the potential emotions a customer 

may feel if a critical interaction goes really well or really bad. 

Repeatedly falling short on the many little things that have 

emotional meaning for customers tells them that you just 

don’t care. That’s how I felt about something as small as a 

library visit and as big as buying a seat on an airline.

The next time you’re tempted to overlook the small 

details of whatever you’re working on – whether that’s a 

technology for a digital interaction or something as simple 

as a well-thought-out meeting agenda – remember this: 

How you do the little things determines how you deliver 

the big things. No grand experience ever came from 

blowing off the details. n
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An effective digital marketing plan contains a series of tactics 

used to achieve your most important marketing objectives. 

But what will an effective digital marketing plan for the small 

and medium-sized business (SMB) look like in 2018?  

To find out, we partnered with Ascend2 to field this survey 

that exclusively represents the opinions of marketing 

influencers working for companies with fewer than  

500 employees.  

In this essential data, you’ll discover:

•   The most important objectives for a digital  
marketing plan 

•   What tactic 52% say will be the most  
effective this year 

•   What 7 out of 10 say they do to maximize  
their resources for digital marketing 

Ask us for your FREE copy of 
this must-have resource for your 
marketing library!

Ask us for your FREE Research Report

2018 Digital Marketing Plans   
for the Small and Medium-sized Business

Allegra is independently owned and operated.


